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INTRODUCTION
Log-built boats are a significant part of the rich maritime history of the Chesapeake Bay, its tributaries,
and the natural inland waterways of Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina. The Maritime Heritage
Chapter of the Archeological Society of Virginia (MHC-ASV) has embarked on an ambitious project to
create a registry of the single-log dugout canoes and multi-log hulled boats of the Mid-Atlantic region.
This registry project is called the Mid-Atlantic Logboat Registry (MALR). The goal of the MALR is to
provide a searchable database of logboat historical information and technical data to allow for
comparative studies on how these vessels evolved over time. The MALR Team includes Dr. John
Broadwater (Project Director/Archaeologist), Mr. Bruce Terrell (Project Historian), and Bob and Mary
Hayes (Project Coordinators and the MALR Site Team).
Since 2018 the MALR Team has focused primarily on finding and documenting the logboats of Maryland
and Virginia. Data obtained from logboats in North Carolina has been restricted to internet searches and
review of student dissertations. With the assistance of Dr. Broadwater, Bob and Mary Hayes contacted
Mr. Chris Southerly and Mr. Nathan Henry of the North Carolina Underwater Archaeology Branch (NC
UAB) in December 2019 to inquire about North Carolina’s interest in participating in the MALR. The NC
UAB enthusiastically offered their cooperation and support, agreed to a visit by the MALR team, and
forwarded their spreadsheet of documented logboats (single-log and multi-log canoes) for review by the
MALR team prior to scheduling a site visit. The MALR Site Team travelled to North Carolina during
February 3-6, 2020 to visit the NC UAB Facilities and meet with NC UAB staff at Kure Beach, NC, as
well as tour selected locations/museums to search for documented and undocumented logboats. This trip
report details the activities and results of the MALR Site Team’s February 2020 visit to North Carolina.
Descriptions and credits for the numbered photographs included are provided at the end of the trip report.

SITE VISIT HIGHLIGHTS
Highlights of the MALR Site Team’s Visit to North Carolina on February 3-6, 2020 include:
 Trip Duration: Four days. Distance: Over 650 travel miles logged.
 Met with the North Carolina Underwater Archaeology Branch (NC UAB) archaeologists at Kure
Beach, NC to collect data on documented logboats (single-log and multi-log dugout canoes) tour
the preservation facilities and document preservation efforts for several canoes at NC UAB.
 Visited Lake Phelps/Pettigrew State Park, Onlsow County Museum, Cape Fear Museum, Tyron
Palace Museum, and Museum of the Albemarle to verify the presence of canoes per NC UAB
records, and determine if previously unknown/undocumented canoes are on display or are being
stored by the museums.
 Data verification, collection and documentation on 79 log-constructed boats (73 complied and
shared by NC UAB), to include over 50 that have been verified as pre-historic using radiocarbon
analysis. The MALR Site Team found six canoes (to include fragments) for which UAB did not
have records.
 Documented 44 canoes surveyed by NC UAB from six natural Carolina Bay/Pocosin lakes to
include: Black (now called Bay Tree), Jones, Phelps, Singletary, Waccamaw, and White. Over
80% are verified as pre-historic.
 Learned about current NC UAB experimentation and results with SP-11 waterlogged wood
preservation solution vs. polyethylene glycol (PEG) for long-term canoe preservation.
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SITE VISIT DETAILS
PETTIGREW STATE PARK/LAKE PHELPS, CRESWELL (WASHINGTON CO.), NC
A review of the NC UAB records indicated that two pre-historic dugout canoes recovered from Lake
Phelps were on display at the Pettigrew State Park Visitor’s Center. The Site Team stopped in at the
Visitor’s Center on February 3rd to see them first-hand and photograph them.
Lake Phelps is the second
largest natural lake in the state,
believed to be more than 38,000
years old. There is debate as to
its origin and whether it is a
“Pocosin” or “Carolina Bay”
lake. The lake is about 5 miles
across and 7 miles wide, with an
average depth of 4.5-5 feet and
a maximum depth of 9 feet.
(1)
(2)
Water was removed in 1984 to
battle a fire in the neighboring Pocosin Wildlife Refuge; water
levels continued to drop in 1985 during unusually dry /drought conditions. In 1985, as a result of low
water levels, fishermen reported what appeared to be archaeological artifacts on the lake bottom. In
November 1985, Park naturalist Michael Dunn
discovered the first dugout canoe in the lake. A
total of 30 canoes were found, and about 23 were
surveyed and sampled for both wood type and
radiocarbon dating. They were constructed of
bald cypress, with the longest canoe documented
by NC UAB as being almost 33 feet.
Radiocarbon dating revealed that all the canoes
are pre-historic with the oldest being close to
4,400 years old (not the 44,000 years old as
indicated on the State marker pictured).
Ultimately four canoes were removed for
preservation, initially with sucrose. NC UAB
records indicate that a 30-footer is located at the
North Carolina Museum of History in Raleigh,
(3)
NC (the Site team has not yet confirmed);
fragments of a second are at NC UAB lab at Kure Beach, Plymouth (NC) Maritime Museum, and at the
Estuarium in Washington, NC. The Site Team met with Ms. Christy Maready at Pettigrew to see the
other two that had been removed and conserved. We were disappointed to find out that the canoes were
moved to the Queen Anne’s Revenge (QAR) lab at East Carolina University (ECU) for reconservation/preservation in 2011 due to problems with the sucrose preservation (white sugar precipitate
formation on the outside of the canoes). Apparently QAR is attempting to remove the sugar solution from
the canoes and replace it with polyethylene glycol (PEG). The canoes have been at ECU since 2011 and
the folks at Pettigrew have no timetable for their return.
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We did not come away completely empty-handed. We found a “miniature” model (approximately 4 feet)
of a dugout canoe on display, carved by a local wood carver whose name Ms. Maready could not
remember, but is now deceased. We also found
outside the remnants of a vain attempt by the Park
Superintendent to create a dugout canoe using fire;
obviously skill is required to manage and watch the fire
to ensure that the bottom doesn’t burn through!
(4)

(5)

ONSLOW COUNTY MUSEUM, RICHLANDS, NC

(6)

(7)

Continuing south, the Site Team stopped into the Onslow
County Museum on February 3rd to view the Cottle-Half
Moon Canoe on display. We met with the Museum Director,
Ms. Lisa Whitman-Grice, who gave a wonderful tour and
history of the canoe. The canoe is only 75% intact, but even
at that it is over 38 feet long and weighs about 2,000 pounds!
It took 20 Marines to move it into its current display!
Radiocarbon dating indicates the canoe is prehistoric, age at
750 +/- 50 B.P.
(8)
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The canoe was recovered in 1968 by Mr. Cottle
(local resident) during U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers dredging of the Half-Moon branch of the
New River in the Gum Branch area of Onslow
County. As the story is told, Mr. Cottle displayed
the cypress canoe outside of his “Mom and Pop”
store (nicknamed the “Old Boat Store”). Trexler
Middle School of Onslow County, NC later
purchased it. The school donated it to the museum
in 1986. From 1986 until the mid-1990’s it was
stored outside in an overhang until a permanent
indoor display could be constructed. In the early
1990’s the canoe was treated with boric acid
solution to ward off termites, was “tented and
fumigated” to get rid of carpenter bees, and was
(heavily) tung-oiled for preservation by the
museum. There is a long-standing discussion about
the actual shape of the canoe; NC UAB
archaeologists think that there is a significant of
one side of the canoe is missing and as such the
canoe may actually have been somewhat of a “V”
shape rather than flat-bottomed (hence the reason it
(9)
sits in its current form in the museum slings). Ms.
Whitman-Grice agreed to review her museum files and e-mail us any additional historical information she
may find. At the time of this trip report, the Site Team has not received any additional information from
the museum.
NC UAB, KURE BEACH/FORT FISHER NC
On February 4th the MALR Site Team met with NC UAB Archaeologists Mr. Nathan Henry and Mr.
Stephen Atkinson at their Facility in Kure Beach, NC. During the visit the NC UAB graciously provided
their extensive Excel spreadsheet and accompanying electronic notes and site files for approximately 73
single and multi-log dugout canoes. Over 50 of the canoes have been verified as pre-historic through
radiocarbon analysis. It is particularly interesting to note that 44 of the dugout canoes have been surveyed
from six natural Carolina Bay/Pocosin lakes: Black (now called Bay Tree), Jones, Phelps, Singletary,
Waccamaw, and White. Over 80% of these have been verified as pre-historic.
(10)

(11)

(12)
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Though NC UAB has documented over 70 canoes
Photo from NC UAB site files,
to-date, they believe there are hundreds yet to be
courtesy Nathan Henry
discovered and documented, from those existing in
creeks, rivers and lakes (especially those yet to be
surveyed), to ones recovered and stored in small
museums, backyards, and private collections. As an
example, Nathan Henry shared a drawing of a 41foot logboat (drawing at right) he discovered in the
Dismal Swamp, Pasquotank County, NC; while
(13)
more investigative work on this logboat is needed,
Mr. Henry stated there could be as many as five
more similar vessels in the same area. The MALR Site Team provided information on two canoes to NC
UAB that have yet to be documented. Through an independent literature search, the MALR Site Team
discovered that during the draining of Black Lake in 1968 local residents removed nine dugout canoes;
whereabouts of these canoes is unknown. However, the MALR Site Team did find that a canoe fragment
removed from the lake in 1969 (named the Pittman-Lippe canoe) was sent to the State University of New
York at Binghamton for study, and was the focus of a thesis and subsequent 1972 publication in the
periodical, Florida Anthropologist. It is unknown if the State University of New York at Binghamton still
maintains the canoe fragment. T. Edward Nickens, editor-at-large for Field and Stream Magazine,
published an article in Our State magazine discussing his recovery of a dugout canoe from the banks of
the Cape Fear River about 20 years ago. The MALR Team contacted Mr. Nickens and confirmed that
there is nothing remaining of the canoe (he took it home where it rotted in his backyard); however,
information was at least obtained on its approximate location and size.

(14)

(15)

The NC UAB has collected and is preserving at their Kure Beach, NC facility
several pre-historic canoes (fully intact and fragments) recovered from
Carolina Bay lakes. While PEG is still being used and is considered the
preferred alternative for wood conservation, UAB is experimenting with SP11 (proprietary petroleum distillate formulation) as a wood preservative.
Unlike PEG, SP-11 does not add significant weight to an artifact or
significantly darken it, and may not be vulnerable to more strict saturation
and environmental conditions like PEG. PEG application can also result in
visible waxiness and greasiness to the touch if humidity and PEG saturation
with the correct molecular weight solution cannot be controlled.
In the left photo Mary Hayes is
holding fragments of Lake Phelps
Canoe PHL0001. The fragment in
her right hand has been treated with
SP-11; the fragment in her left hand
is treated with PG. The color
difference is noticeable. In the right
photo, Bob Hayes is holding two
equally sized wood fragments; the
lighter colored one in his left hand
has been treated with SP-11. The
fragment in his right hand has been

(16)
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treated with PEG. The PEG-treated fragment is much darker and heavier, and has visible (coin-sized) wax
in the bottom due to over-saturation and uncontrolled lab humidity.
The pre-historic 13-foot Autryville Canoe (NC UAB No.
SOR0001) recovered from the South River near Sampson,
NC (pictured on the left) has been successfully treated with
SP-11 and is in its final stages of preparation for future
display at the Dunn History Museum, Dunn, NC.

(17)

Pictured below, the 23-foot Toby Hall Canoe (NC UAB no.
WAL0007) was recovered from Lake Waccamaw, home to
about 200 alligators (representing about 25% of the state’s
population). It is currently being maintained in a water/boric
acid solution at NC UAB. No decision has been made as to
whether it will be preserved with PEG or SP-11.

Photo courtesy of Nathan Henry, NC UAB

(18)

(19)

The NC UAB also maintains the remnants of what appears
to be a two-log (split) canoe in the rafters of the outside
storage area at Kure Beach (photo on right). Designated
the Webber Canoe (NC UAB No. PMR0030), what
remains is about 16 feet of what is estimated as a 20-foot
long logboat made of bald cypress. It has a centerboard,
cedar ribs and is held together with metal gauge pins. It
was recovered from the Pamlico River in Beaufort, NC and
is considered historic based on its construction (site files
indicate a period of around the mid-1800s).

(20)
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CAPE FEAR MUSEUM, WILMINGTON (NEW HANOVER CO.), NC
On the afternoon of February 4th, the Site Team went to
the Cape Fear Museum in Wilmington, NC in search of a
split-log canoe named “Doodle”, as well as see the
Battery Island Canoe, Greenfield Lake Canoe, and
Elwell Ferry Canoe loaned to the museum by NC UAB.

(21)

The Site Team found the Battery Island Canoe
(fragment) on display in the museum. Per the NC UAB
records, the canoe fragment was recovered from the
Cape Fear River in Brunswick County, NC and is made
of yellow pine. Radiocarbon analysis indicates that it is
pre-historic, with a date of 1470 +/- 60 B.P.
The Greenfield Lake and Elwell Ferry Canoes (pictured
below) were not on display at the museum. Ms. Heather Yenco, the museum’s curator, provided
documentation that the two canoes were currently being maintained in storage by the museum. NC UAB
and museum records show that both canoes are historic. The Greenfield Lake Canoe is of bald cypress
construction and was found in the millpond
(22)
(once creeks within a rice plantation) of
Greenfield Park in Wilmington, NC. NC
UAB preserved the canoe in linseed oil (raw
and boiled) and “woodlife preservative”. The
Elwell Ferry Canoe, constructed of pine, was
retrieved from Elwell Ferry cable in the Cape
Fear River (Bladen County) in 1987. NC
UAB recovered the canoe and preserved it in
PEG.
Through e-mail correspondence Ms. Yenco
also confirmed that the “Doodle”, built from
two cypress logs, was in storage at the
museum. While she could not provide photographs of the “Doodle” she did provide the MALR Site
Team with the design drawings. In addition, Ms. Yenco
provided documentation (and a photo) of two logconstructed dugouts with decks from the 1800s (most
likely cypress) that they have in storage. These canoes
were apparently marsh “waterfowling” or “gunning”
canoes for hunting ducks, geese, and other game animals.
The canoes were painted. The NC UAB had no record or
knowledge of the split-log “Doodle” and the “gunning”
canoes. With the permission of Ms. Yenco, the MALR
Team shared the collection information with Mr. Henry
(23)
of NC UAB.
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NORTH CAROLINA HISTORY CENTER-TRYON PALACE, NEW BERN (CRAVEN CO.), NC
On February 5th the MALR Site Team visited the
North Carolina History Center at Tryon Palace in
New Bern NC to see the Goodwind Canoe fragment
on loan from the NC UAB to be used as part of an
interpretive display. The fragment washed up on
Carolina Beach, NC and was recovered by Mr.
Goodwind, a local resident, who allowed it to sit in
his backyard for 2 to 3 years. The individual finally
gave it to NC UAB. The wood type is unknown.
The NC UAB has deemed the fragment
“prehistoric”; there is no evidence of tool marks but
there is wood charring. No radiocarbon analysis has
been performed.

(25)

(24)

The museum is located next to the Trent River. That is where a 16
foot dugout canoe reproduction is displayed. Children are
encouraged to climb into the canoe and pretend they are Tuscarora
Indians paddling the Trent and Neuse Rivers. It is a good thing no
children were in it when floodwaters from Hurricane Florence swept
it down the Neuse River! Successfully recovered, the canoe is back
on display, firmly bolted in place.

MUSEUM OF THE ALBEMARLE, ELIZABETH CITY (PASQUOTANK CO.), NC
(26)

The MALR Site Team also found on
display a fragment of a multi-log canoe
(see picture on right). The display
indicates that the fragment is circa 1750
from Washington County, NC. However,
discussion with Mr. Don Pendergraft
(Museum Director) and Ms. Wanda
Lassiter (Museum Curator) revealed that it
was a gift from the town of Bath, NC

On February 6th The MALR Team toured the Museum
of the Albemarle and met with the Director, Mr. Don
Pendergraft, and the Curator, Ms. Wanda Lassiter. The
museum has on loan from NC UAB (since 1979) the
fully intact 13-foot Coinjock Canoe (pictured on the
left, NC UAB No. COS0001). The Coinjock Canoe
was recovered from Coinjock Bay, Currituck County,
NC. It is considered historic (site file indicates
construction period about mid-1800s) displaying
numerous adze and other metal tool markings. It is
constructed of pine.
(27)
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(Beaufort County). The MALR Site Team was denied permission to measure the fragment. Ms. Lassiter
indicated that she had measurements as well as provenance on the fragment and would send it to the
MALR Site Team. Mr. Hayes has reached out to both Mr. Pendergraft and Ms. Lassiter since the site
visit and to date neither has responded and no provenance has been received. The MALR Site Team has
notified the NC UAB about the fragment; there is no evidence that NC UAB has documented information
on the fragment.

PHOTO INFORMATION AND CREDITS
(1) State marker, Lake Phelps, Pettigrew State Park, NC. Date: 2/3/20. Photo credit: Bob Hayes, MALR,
MHC-ASV
(2) Lake Phelps Pettigrew State Park, NC. Photo taken from dock and kayak/boat launch on Thirty Foot
Canal Road, facing northwest. Photo date: 2/3/20. Photo credit: Bob Hayes, MALR, MHC-ASV
(3) Lake Phelps dugout canoe, being measured in-situ. Photo date: unknown (1985?) Photo credit. NC
UAB Lake Phelps Site Files. Photo courtesy Nathan Henry, NC UAB.
(4) Scaled model of a dugout canoe, Pettigrew State Park Visitor’s Center. Photo date: 2/3/20. Photo
credit: Mary Hayes, MALR, MHC-ASV
(5) Unsuccessful attempt by Pettigrew State Park Superintendent at burning out a log to make a dugout
canoe for an interpretive display. Photo date: 2/3/20. Photo credit: Bob Hayes, MALR, MHC-ASV.
(6) Onslow County Museum, Richlands, NC. Photo date: 2/3/20. Photo credit: Bob Hayes, MALR,
MHC-ASV.
(7), (8), (9): Cottle-Half Moon Canoe (NC UAB No. NWR0002), on display at the Onslow County
Museum, Richlands, NC. Photo date: 2/3/2020. Photo credits: Bob and Mary Hayes, MALR, MHC-ASV.
(10): The MALR Site Team with NC UAB Archaeologists. In front: Nathan Henry, NC UAB. Back row,
(L-R): Steve Atkinson, NC UAB; Mary Hayes, Bob Hayes. Photo date: 2/4/2020. Photo credit: Nathan
Henry, NC UAB. Photo provided courtesy, Steve Atkinson, NC, UAB.
(11) Exterior of NC UAB Facility, Kure Beach NC. Photo date: 2/4/2020. Photo credit: Bob Hayes,
MALR, MHC-ASV.
(12) The MALR Site Team with NC UAB Archaeologist Steve Atkinson. (L-R): Steve Atkinson, Mary
Hayes, Bob Hayes. Photo date: 2/4/2020. Photo credit: Nathan Henry, NC UAB. Photo provided courtesy,
Steve Atkinson, NC, UAB.
(13) Drawing of 41-foot Pasquotank 5-log boat found in Dismal Swamp, Pasquotank County, NC by NC
UAB. The boat was left in-situ. Drawing date: 8/25/11. Photo from NC UAB site files. Photo credit:
Nathan Henry, NC UAB. Photo provided courtesy of Nathan Henry, NC UAB.
(14) Nathan Henry holding container of SP-11 Waterlogged Wood Preservative. SP-11 is currently being
tested as an alternative preservative and treatment for log canoes at the NC UAB lab. Photo date:
2/4/2020. Photo credit: Bob Hayes, MALR, MHC-ASV.
(15) Mary Hayes at the NC UAB Lab holding canoe test fragments from Lake Phelps canoe PHL 0001
treated with PEG (in left hand) and SP-11 (in right hand). Photo date: 2/4/2020. Photo credit: Bob Hayes,
MALR, MHC-ASV.
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(16) Bob Hayes at NC UAB Lab holding wood test fragments treated with SP-11 (in left hand) and PEG
(in right hand). Note the greasy blob of precipitate in the bottom of the wood fragment treated with PEG.
Photo date: 2/4/2020. Photo credit: Mary Hayes, MALR, MHC-ASV.
(17) Pre-historic 13-foot Autryville Canoe (NC UAB No. SOR0001) recovered from the South River near
Sampson, NC. Preserved with SP-11. Pictured post-preservation. Currently at NC UAB Preservation
Lab. Photo Date: 2/4/20. Photo credit: Mary Hayes, MALR MHC-ASV.
(18) Pre-historic 23-foot Toby Hall Canoe (NC UAB no. WAL0007) being recovered from Lake
Waccamaw, NC, June, 2019. Photo from NC UAB site file. Photo courtesy of Nathan Henry, NC UAB.
(19) Pre-historic 23-foot Toby Hall Canoe (NC UAB no. WAL0007) soaking in a tank of boric acid/water
solution at the NC UAB Preservation Lab’s covered outside storage area. Final preservation method and
disposition by NC UAB not decided as of February 2020. Photo date: 2/4/2020. Photo credit: Bob Hayes,
MALR, MHC-ASV.
(20) 16-foot remnant of two-log (split) Webber Canoe (NC UAB No. PMR0030) hanging in the rafters of
the covered outside storage area at NC UAB, Kure Beach, NC. Originally recovered from the Pamlico
River in Beaufort, NC. Photo date: 2/4/2020. Photo credit: Bob Hayes, MALR, MHC-ASV.
(21) Battery Island Canoe (NC UAB No. CFR0079), on display at the Cape Fear Museum, Wilmington,
NC. Photo date: 2/4/2020. Photo credit: Bob Hayes, MALR, MHC-ASV.
(22) Photo of Greenfield Lake Canoe, NC UAB No. (on left, NC UAB No. CFR0065) and Elwell Ferry
Canoe (on right, NC UAB No. CFR0060). Photo from NC UAB site files and provided courtesy of
Nathan Henry, NC UAB. Per correspondence with Heather Yenco, Curator, both canoes are currently
being maintained in storage at the Cape Fear Museum, Wilmington, NC.
(23) Gunning Canoe in storage at Cape Fear Museum, Wilmington, NC. Museum Accession Number
1979.32.1. Photo from Cape Fear Museum files and provided courtesy of Heather Yenco, Curator, Cape
Fear Museum.
(24) Goodwind Canoe Fragment (NC UAB No. CBI0001), on display at the North Carolina History
Center, Tryon Palace, New Bern, NC. Photo date: 2/5/2020. Photo credit: Mary Hayes, MALR, MHCASV.
(25) Dugout Canoe Reproduction displayed outdoors, NC History Center, Tryon Palace, New Bern NC.
Photo date: 2/5/2020. Photo credit: Mary Hayes, MALR, MHC-ASV
(26) Coinjock Canoe (NC UAB No. COS0001), on display at the Museum of the Albemarle, Elizabeth
City, NC. Museum Accession Number 1981.125.1. Photo date: 2/6/2020. Photo credit: Mary Hayes,
MALR, MHC-ASV.
(27) Multi-log canoe fragment, circa 1750, Washington Co., NC on display at the Museum of the
Albemarle, Elizabeth City, NC. Museum Accession Number FIC 2405.1. Photo date: 2/6/2020. Photo
credit: Bob Hayes, MALR, MHC-ASV.
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